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CELLULAR COMMUNICATION SYSTEM WITH 
COMMON CHANNEL SOFT HANDOFF AND 

ASSOCIATED METHOD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is a continuation of application 
Ser. No. 09/115,217, ?led Jul. 13, 1998, entitled “CELLU 
LAR COMMUNICATION SYSTEM WITH COMMON 
CHANNEL SOFT HANDOFF AND ASSOCIATED 
METHOD,” noW allowed, Which further claims priority to a 
provisional application ?led Jun. 23, 1998, entitled “PAG 
ING CHANNEL SOFT HANDOFF,” and assigned applica 
tion Ser. No. 60/090,357. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The invention relates in general to digital cellular 
communication systems, and more particularly, to soft hand 
off in spread spectrum communication systems. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] In a code division multiple access (CDMA) spread 
spectrum communication system, a shared frequency band is 
used for communication With all base stations Within that 
system. An example of such a system is described in the 
TIA/EIA Standard TIA/EIA-95-B entitled “Mobile Station 
Base Station Compatibility Standard for Dual Mode Wide 
band Spread Spectrum Cellular System”, incorporated 
herein by reference. The generation and receipt of CDMA 
signals is disclosed in US. Pat. No. 4,401,307 entitled 
“SPREAD SPECTRUM MULTIPLE ACCESS COMMU 
NICATION SYSTEMS USING SATELLITES OR TER 
RESTRIAL REPEATERS” and in US. Pat. No. 5,103,459 
entitled “SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING 
WAVEFORMS IN A CDMA CELLULAR TELEPHONE 
SYSTEM”, both of Which are assigned to the assignee of the 
present invention and incorporated herein by reference. 

[0006] Radio Frequency (RF) signals are eXchanged 
betWeen a respective mobile unit and one or more base 
stations. Mobile units do not communicate directly With one 
another. Base stations communicate With a base station 
cellular or personal communication system controller, 
referred to herein as a base station controller (BSC) using 
various media such as ground based Wires or a microWave 
link, for eXample. The BSC can route calls to a public 
sWitching telephone netWork (PSTN) or can route packets to 
a packet sWitched netWork, such as the Internet. The base 
station also coordinates the operation of base stations Within 
the system during soft handoff for eXample. 

[0007] TIA/EIA-95 is one eXample of a CDMA commu 
nication system. Communication from a mobile unit to one 
or more base stations in a TIA/EIA-95 CDMA system takes 
place over shared frequency channels each of Which occu 
pies approximately 1.25 MHZ of radio frequency bandWidth. 
More speci?cally, communication signals occupying a given 
frequency band are discriminated at a receiving station 
through the spread spectrum CDMA Waveform properties 
based on the use of a high rate pseudonoise (PN) code. APN 
code is used to modulate signals transmitted from the base 
stations and mobile units. Signals from different base sta 
tions can be separately received at a given mobile unit by 
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discrimination of different PN codes. For the TIA/EIA-95 
standard, these codes are constructed from a single code, but 
each base station has a unique time offset of the PN code. 
The high rate PN spreading also alloWs a receiving station 
to receive a signal from a single transmission station Where 
the signal has traveled over distinct propagation paths. 
Demodulation of multiple signals is disclosed in US. Pat. 
No. 5,490,165 entitled “DEMODULATION ELEMENT 
ASSIGNMENT IN A SYSTEM CAPABLE OF RECEIV 
ING MULTIPLE SIGNALS” and in US. Pat. No. 5,109,390 
entitled “DIVERSITY RECEIVER IN A CDMA CELLU 
LAR TELEPHONE SYSTEM”, both of Which are assigned 
to the assignee of the present invention and incorporated 
herein by reference. 

[0008] The various channels Within a given “forWard” 
(base station to mobile unit) TIA/EIA-95 CDMA channel 
include data channels, a synchroniZation channel, a pilot 
channel, and a set of paging channels, all transmitted from 
the base station to mobile units. The pilot channel carries a 
pilot signal that is a regularly repeated pattern that is 
differently phase offset for each base station. The pilot 
provides for time reference and for amplitude and phase 
tracking. The pilot signal alloWs mobile units to identify and 
become synchroniZed With the various base stations that are 
Within range of their communication capability. The syn 
chroniZation channel carries additional synchroniZation 
information for use by mobile units. The set of data channels 
carry the data associated With the various communication 
sessions (usually phone calls) and are directed to individual 
mobile units. These data channels are called traffic channels 
in TIA/EIA-95. The paging channels are used by the base 
stations to notify mobile units When a request to communi 
cate has been received. 

[0009] The protocol for paging a subscriber unit typically 
is de?ned so as to evenly distribute poWer transmitted by the 
base station over time, and to reduce poWer consumption in 
the mobile unit. In some CDMA systems, the mobile unit 
poWer consumption While monitoring the paging channel is 
reduced by dividing each base station’s paging channel into 
a set of paging “slots” or time WindoWs during Which paging 
signals directed to mobile units may be generated, and by 
assigning a particular CDMA frequency channel, paging 
channel and paging slot to each mobile unit in an evenly 
distributed fashion. This assignment generally may be per 
formed, for eXample, via the use of a hashing function 
applied to the International Mobile Station Identity (IMSI) 
assigned to each mobile unit, although other unique numbers 
could be utiliZed. The hashing function of set of hashing 
functions yields a value that corresponds to a particular set 
of paging parameters including a CDMA channel, paging 
channel, and paging slot. Mobile units are then con?gured to 
“listen” for a paging message over their assigned CDMA 
frequency channel and paging channel during the corre 
sponding paging slot. Since listening for a page requires a 
certain amount of poWer, limiting the time a mobile unit 
performs the listening function to a particular paging slot 
reduces the overall poWer consumption of that mobile unit 
and therefore increases the life of any battery or other poWer 
storage system utiliZed by that mobile unit. 

[0010] During a mode of operation called “soft handoff”, 
the mobile station simultaneously eXchanges identical com 
munications traffic on a CDMA traf?c channel betWeen tWo 

or more different base stations. In the case of (forWard link) 
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reception by a mobile station, the signals from the multiple 
base stations can be coherently combined to improve per 
formance, as With multipath combining. In fact, the second 
base station signal can be regarded as a delayed version of 
the ?rst, generated actively and purposely, rather than as a 
delayed re?ection of the ?rst caused by the environment. 
See, CDIVIA, Principles of Spread Spectrum Communica 
tion, by AndreW J. Viterbi, Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., 1995, 
pp. 181, 183-184, 198-199 and 222-224. Soft handoff is 
further disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5,101,501 entitled “SOFT 
HAN DOFF IN A CDMA CELLULAR TELEPHONE SYS 
TEM” and US. Pat. No. 5,267,261 entitled MOBILE STA 
TION ASSISTED SOFT HANDOFF IN A CDMA CELLU 
LAR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM”, both assigned to 
the assignee of the present invention and incorporated herein 
by reference. Similarly, a mobile unit can simultaneously 
communicate With tWo sectors of the same base station, 
knoWn as softer handoff, as disclosed in copending US. Pat. 
No. 5,625,876 entitled “METHOD AND APPARATUS 
FOR PERFORMING HANDOFF BETWEEN SECTORS 
OF A COMMON BASE STATION”, assigned to the 
assignee of the present invention and incorporated herein by 
reference. Handoffs are described as soft and softer because 
they make the neW connection before breaking the existing 
one. 

[0011] In a typical CDMA communication system, mobile 
unit assisted soft handoff operates based on the pilot signal 
strength of several sets of base stations as measured by the 
mobile unit. In the TIA/EIA-95 CDMA communication 
system, for eXample, an Active Set is the set of base stations 
through Which active communication is established. A 
Neighbor Set is a set of base stations surrounding an active 
base station comprising base stations that have a high 
probability of having a pilot signal strength of suf?cient 
level to establish communication. A Candidate Set is a set of 
base stations having a pilot signal strength of sufficient level 
to establish communication. 

[0012] In at least one earlier CDMA system, for eXample, 
soft handoff can be set up betWeen a mobile unit and tWo or 
more base stations in the mobile unit’s Active Set. For 
instance, in such an earlier CDMA system, When commu 
nications are initially established, a mobile unit typically 
communicates through a ?rst base station, and the Active Set 
contains only the ?rst base station. The mobile unit monitors 
the pilot signal strength of the base stations of the Active Set, 
the Candidate Set, and the Neighbor Set. When a pilot signal 
of a base station in the Neighbor Set exceeds a predeter 
mined threshold level, the base station is added to the 
Candidate Set and removed from the Neighbor Set at the 
mobile unit. The mobile unit communicates a message to the 
?rst base station identifying the neW base station. A base 
station controller decides Whether to establish communica 
tion betWeen the neW base station and the mobile unit. If the 
base station controller decides to establish communication, 
then it sends a message to the neW base station With 
identifying information about the mobile unit and a com 
mand to establish communications thereWith. A message is 
also transmitted to the mobile unit through the ?rst base 
station. The message identi?es a neW Active Set that 
includes the ?rst and the neW base stations. The mobile unit 
searches for the neW base station transmitted information 
signal, and communication is established With the neW base 
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station in soft handoff (Without termination of communica 
tion through the ?rst base station). This process can continue 
With additional base stations. 

[0013] When the mobile unit is communicating through 
multiple base stations, it continues to monitor the signal 
strength of the base stations of the Active Set, the Candidate 
Set, and the Neighbor Set. Should the signal strength cor 
responding to a base station of the Active Set drop beloW a 
predetermined threshold for a predetermined period of time, 
the mobile unit generates and transmits a message to report 
the event. The base station controller receives this message 
through at least one of the base stations With Which the 
mobile unit is communicating. The cellular or personal 
communication system controller may decide to terminate 
communications through the base station having a Weak 
pilot signal strength. 

[0014] While soft handoff generally has been successful 
on dedicated channels such as traf?c channels betWeen a 
mobile unit and one or more base stations in an Active Set, 
soft handoff generally has not been available on common 
channels such as the paging channel, for eXample. One 
reason for the absence of soft handoff on a typical paging 
channel is that soft handoff ordinarily requires sending 
identical messages from every base station participating in 
the soft handoff. In prior systems, hoWever, this could result 
in a considerable reduction in paging channel capacity. For 
eXample, let the number of base stations involved in soft 
handoff on the paging channel be N. Then the paging 
channel capacity could be reduced by a factor of N. In even 
a small city, there are tens of cells; and the paging channel 
capacity could be substantially reduced. Since all base 
stations in a netWork cannot be in soft handoff, then there 
Would probably have to be boundaries betWeen groups of 
cells, and the performance betWeen these groups of cells 
Would be reduced. It is possible to use sets of overlapping 
groups of cells Which are in soft handoff. HoWever, this 
could mean that many messages Would have to be transmit 
ted by multiple sets of these cells, thus resulting in loWer 
paging channel capacity. Unfortunately, since the paging 
channel generally is not operated in soft handoff, fading and 
shadoWing can cause the forWard link of one base station to 
become stronger than the forWard link of another base 
station. This can result in signi?cant problems When the 
mobile unit is attempting to perform system access since it 
generally cannot as readily perform (hard) handoff in the 
System Access State. Moreover, calls often are dropped due 
to delays in getting the mobile unit into soft handoff after the 
traffic channel is set up. 

[0015] A similar problem eXists When the mobile unit is 
?rst assigned to a traf?c channel, and the mobile unit initially 
receives the traf?c channel from only one base station. This 
similar problem Was addressed by a technique included in 
the TIA/EIA-95-B standard, called “Soft-Channel Assign 
ment.” Soft Channel Assignment is disclosed in US. Pat. 
No. 6,021,122 Which had been issued on Feb. 1, 2000 and 
is entitled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERFORM 
ING IDLE HANDOFF IN A MULTIPLE ACCESS COM 
MUNICATION SYSTEM, assigned to the assignee of the 
present invention and incorporated herein by reference. Soft 
Channel Assignment reduces the problem of delays in 
getting a station into soft handoff folloWing traf?c channel 
assignment. During such Soft Channel Assignment, a Chan 
nel Assignment Message carries a list of base stations Which 
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should be in the mobile station’s Active Set. By doing Soft 
Channel Assignment, the mobile unit is placed into soft 
handoff as soon as it is assigned to the traf?c channel. This 
signi?cantly increases the speed in Which the mobile unit 
can be placed into soft handoff, thus increasing the reliability 
of the call set up. 

[0016] Various techniques have been proposed in the 
TIA/EIA-95-B speci?cation to reduce the incidence of 
dropped calls resulting from fading of the paging channel. 
TWo such techniques are called, “Access Probe Handoff” 
and “Access Handoff”. The basic principles are disclosed in 
US. Pat. No. 6,021,122 Which had been issued on Feb. 1, 
2000. 

[0017] Access Probe Handoff permits a mobile unit to 
sWitch to monitoring a neW base station betWeen access 
probes. The mobile unit Would sWitch to monitoring a neW 
base station Whenever the forWard link of the base station 
that the mobile unit is monitoring becomes too Weak. Thus, 
for instance, if the mobile unit does not receive an acknoWl 
edgement to an access probe, and the mobile unit determines 
that the paging channel is Weak, then the mobile unit may 
shift to using a neW base station. An Extended System 
Parameters Message sent by the base station to the mobile 
unit informs the mobile unit of Whether it is permitted to 
perform an Access Probe Handoff and the set of base stations 
to Which the mobile unit is permitted to perform the Access 
Probe Handoff. In one earlier embodiment, for every base 
station in the mobile station’s neighbor list, the Extended 
System Parameters Message has a one-bit ?ag that indicates 
Whether an Access Probe Handoff is permitted to that base 
station. 

[0018] Access Handoff permits a mobile unit to sWitch to 
monitoring a neW base station While aWaiting a Channel 
Assignment Message. Thus, for example, if the mobile unit 
has received an acknowledgement to its access probe, and 
the mobile unit determines that the paging channel is Weak, 
then the mobile unit may shift to using a neW base station. 
An Extended System Parameter Message sent by the base 
station to the mobile unit informs the mobile unit of Whether 
it is permitted to perform an Access Handoff and the set of 
base stations to Which it is permitted to perform the Access 
Handoff. In one earlier embodiment, for every base station 
in the mobile station’s neighbor list, the Extended System 
Parameters Message has a one-bit ?ag that indicates Whether 
an Access Handoff is permitted to that base station. 

[0019] Yet another earlier method speci?ed in TIA/EIA 
95 -B, referred to as, Access Entry Handoff, permits a mobile 
unit to begin monitoring a neW base station from the time in 
Which the mobile unit receives a page until it transmits a 
Page Response Message. 

[0020] Traf?c channel handoff generally requires the 
mobile station to receive an explicit message instructing the 
mobile unit to perform the handoff. In Access Probe Hand 
off, Access Handoff, and Access Entry Handoff, the mobile 
unit does not receive an explicit message instructing it to 
handoff, but performs a handoff autonomously to a limited 
set of base stations about Which it has informed the base 
station and about Which have been pre-enabled by the base 
station. 

[0021] In order to facilitate Soft Channel Assignment, 
Access Probe Handoff, and Access Handoff, in accordance 
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With the TIA/EIA-95-B speci?cation, the Access Channel 
Messages sent by a mobile unit identify the set of base 
stations Whose received signal strengths are above a certain 
threshold level, called T_ADD in TIA/EIA-95-B. The base 
stations having strengths above T_ADD are those base 
stations that Would be typically placed into the Active Set if 
the mobile station Were on the traf?c channel. In TIA/EIA 
95-B, the mobile station reports tWo different lists of base 
stations in the Access Channel Message. One list is the 
IDLE_HANDOFF_LIST. This is the set of base stations for 
Which the received signal strengths exceed T_ADD and for 
Which the mobile unit is alloWed to perform an Access Probe 
or Access Handoff. The latter is controlled by one-bit ?ags 
in an Extended System Parameters Message corresponding 
to neighboring base stations. A second set of base stations 
are those for Which the signal strengths exceed T_ADD, and 
for Which Access Probe or Access Handoff is not alloWed. 
The base station can use this information When performing 
soft channel assignment. 

[0022] The illustrative draWing of FIG. 1 provides a 
hypothetical example of the operation of Access Probe 
Handoff, Access Handoff and Access Entry Handoff. 

[0023] Nevertheless, there still have been problems With 
lost calls due to the absence of soft handoff on common 
channels. For example, there have been problems With lost 
calls due to loss of the paging channel during call setup. This 
results in annoyance to customers of the system. Further 
more, the amount of poWer required to be transmitted on the 
paging channel is quite large, thus reducing the overall 
capacity of the system. 

[0024] Thus, there has been a need for soft handoff on 
common channels, such as the paging channel, in a cellular 
system, such as a spread spectrum communication system. 
The present invention meets this need. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0025] FIG. 1 is an illustration of an exemplary sequence 
of messaging and monitoring activities involving a mobile 
unit and one or more base stations When the mobile unit is 
in a System Access State in accordance With the TIA/EIA 
95-B speci?cation; 

[0026] FIG. 2 is a schematic overvieW of an exemplary 
CDMA cellular communication system in accordance With a 
present embodiment of the invention; 

[0027] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a mobile unit in 
accordance With a present embodiment of the invention, 
con?gured for communications in the CDMA cellular sys 
tem of FIG. 2; 

[0028] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a base station in 
accordance With a presently preferred embodiment of the 
invention, con?gured for communication in the CDMA 
cellular system of FIG. 2; 

[0029] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a base station con 
troller in accordance With a present embodiment of the 
invention, con?gured for communications in the CDMA 
cellular system of FIG. 2; 

[0030] FIG. 6 is an illustrative message sequence diagram 
shoWing the re-transmission of paging messages on the 
F-BCCH in accordance With a present embodiment of the 
invention; 
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[0031] FIG. 7 is an illustrative message sequence diagram 
showing the interleaving of re-transmitted paging messages 
on the F-BCCH in accordance With an alternative embodi 
ment of the invention; 

[0032] FIG. 8 is an illustrative F-QPCH and F-CCCH 
paging channel timing diagram in accordance With a present 
embodiment of the invention; 

[0033] FIG. 9 is an illustrative message sequence diagram 
shoWing a call origination message sequence transmitted in 
paging channel soft handoff betWeen a mobile unit, multiple 
base stations and a base station controller in accordance With 
a present embodiment of the invention; 

[0034] FIG. 10 is an illustrative message sequence dia 
gram shoWing a call termination message sequence trans 
mitted in paging channel soft handoff betWeen a mobile 
station, multiple base stations and a base station controller in 
accordance With a present embodiment of the invention; 

[0035] FIG. 11 is an illustrative message sequence dia 
gram shoWing an alternative call termination message 
sequence transmitted in paging channel soft handoff 
betWeen a mobile station, multiple base stations and a base 
station controller in accordance With a present embodiment 
of the invention; 

[0036] FIG. 12 is a message sequence diagram illustrating 
tWo different sets of messages transmitted in soft handoff to 
tWo different mobile units by tWo overlapping sets of base 
stations operating synchronously in accordance With a 
present embodiment of the invention; and 

[0037] FIG. 13 is a message sequence diagram illustrating 
tWo different sets of messages transmitted in soft handoff to 
tWo different mobile units by tWo overlapping sets of base 
stations that operate asynchronously in accordance With a 
present embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0038] The present invention comprises novel soft handoff 
on a common communication channel, such as a paging 
channel, in a cellular communication system. The folloWing 
description is presented to enable any person skilled in the 
art to make and use the invention, and is provided in the 
conteXt of a particular application and its requirements. 
Various modi?cations to the preferred embodiment Will be 
readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic 
principles de?ned herein may be applied to other embodi 
ments and applications Without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. Thus, the present invention is not 
intended to be limited to the embodiment shoWn, but is to be 
accorded the Widest scope consistent With the principles and 
features disclosed herein. 

[0039] Overall System Architecture 

[0040] A CDMA cellular communication system in accor 
dance With a presently preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion is disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5,640,414, entitled 
“MOBILE STATION ASSISTED SOFT HANDOFF IN 
CDMA CELLULAR COMMUNICATION SYSTEM,” 
Which is assigned to the assignee of the present invention 
and Which is hereby incorporated herein by this reference. 
Referring to the illustrative draWing of FIG. 2, there is 
shoWn an exemplary digital cellular communication system. 
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A base station controller 10 may be coupled to the base 
stations by various means such as dedicated telephone lines, 
optical ?ber links or by microWave communication links. In 
FIG. 2, three such eXemplary base stations, 12, 14 and 16 
and an exemplary mobile unit 18 are illustrated. ArroWs 
20a-20b de?ne possible radio communication links betWeen 
base station 12 and mobile unit 18. ArroWs 22a-22b de?ne 
possible communication links betWeen base station 14 and 
mobile unit 18. Similarly, arroWs 24a-24b de?ne the pos 
sible radio communication links betWeen base station 16 and 
mobile unit 18. Amobile station may be in the coverage area 
of a single base station or may be in an area Where it can 
receive signals from multiple base stations as is shoWn in 
FIG. 2. 

[0041] In a presently preferred embodiment of a CDMA 
cellular communication system, each base station transmits 
a upon pilot channel a “pilot carrier” signal or, for short, 
pilot signal. The pilot signal is an unmodulated, direct 
sequence, spread spectrum signal transmitted at all times by 
each base station using a common pseudorandom noise (PN) 
spreading code. The pilot signal alloWs the mobile units to 
obtain initial system synchroniZation, i.e. timing, in addition 
to providing a phase reference for coherent demodulation 
and a reference for signal strength for comparisons betWeen 
base stations for handoff determination. 

[0042] The pilot signal as transmitted by each base station 
in the present embodiment is of the same PN spreading code 
but With a different code phase offset. For eXample, in a 
present embodiment of the invention that pilot signal spread 
ing code is of a PN code length of 215. In this eXample there 
are 511 different offsets from the Zero offset, Where the 
offsets are in increments of 64 PN chips. It is this phase 
offset Which alloWs the pilot signals to be distinguished from 
one another by the mobile station, resulting in a differen 
tiation betWeen base stations from Which they originate. Use 
of the same pilot signal code alloWs the mobile station to 
?nd system timing synchroniZation by a single search 
through all pilot signal code phases. The strongest pilot 
signal, as identi?ed through a correlation process for each 
code phase, is readily identi?able. The identi?ed pilot signal 
generally corresponds to the pilot signal transmitted by the 
base station With the smallest path delay, Which is often, but 
not alWays the strongest base station. 

[0043] Each base station in the present embodiment of the 
invention also transmits a sync channel signal Which is a 
modulated, encoded, interleaved, direct sequence, spread 
spectrum signal used by the mobile stations to acquire 
additional synchroniZation, system time and, along With 
these, other overhead control information. Information such 
as system identi?cation, netWork identi?cation, a pilot PN 
sequence offset indeX, a long code state, current system time 
along With other time parameters, and paging channel data 
rate are transmitted on the sync channel. It should be noted 
that the pilot PN sequence offset indeX identi?es an offset 
value from a Zero offset pilot PN sequence. The sync channel 
signal is despread using the same pilot PN sequence offset 
as the pilot channel. 

[0044] Each base station in the current embodiment also 
transmits on one or more paging channels corresponding 
paging channel signals. In a presently preferred embodiment 
of the invention, the paging channel messages are converted 
modulated signals for radio transmission. More speci?cally, 
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in a current embodiment, the paging channel messages are 
encoded, interleaved, scrambled, modulated, direct 
sequence, spread spectrum signals. Overhead messages 
transmitted on the paging channel include a system param 
eters message, Which contains general system and base 
station overhead information; an access parameters mes 
sage, Which contains information to be used by the mobile 
unit on an Access Channel When accessing the system; a 
neighbors list message Which identi?es to the mobile station 
the pilot signal PN sequence offset of the neighboring base 
stations; a CDMA channel list identifying the 1.25 MHZ 
CDMA channels available in this base station, and an 
Extended System Parameters Message Which has informa 
tion pertaining to access probe handoff and access handoff. 
Like the sync channel signals, the paging channel signals are 
spread and despread using the same pilot PN sequence offset 
as the pilot channel. In the present embodiment, the paging 
channel is implemented as a slotted multiple channel struc 
ture described more fully beloW. 

[0045] Each base station transmits user information to an 
intended mobile unit on a selected one of a plurality of traf?c 
channels. Each mobile unit is thus assigned to a unique 
traf?c channel for receiving the mobile unit intended infor 
mation. In a current embodiment of the invention, the traf?c 
channel signals are modulated, interleaved, scrambled, 
direct sequence, spread spectrum signals transmitted to 
mobile units on a respective traf?c channel. Information 
received in the sync channel message is used by the mobile 
unit to de-scramble the traffic channel scrambled signal. 

[0046] Further details on the modulation scheme for the 
various channels of the base station are described in US. 
Pat. No. 5,103,459, entitled “SYSTEM AND METHOD 
FOR GENERATING SIGNAL WAVEFORMS INACDMA 
CELLULAR TELEPHONE SYSTEM”, assigned to the 
assignee of the present invention, the disclosure thereof 
incorporated by reference. 

[0047] A mobile initiated handoff relies on the mobile unit 
to detect the presence or absence of pilot signals, and the 
signal strength of the pilot signals. The mobile unit identi?es 
and measures the signal strength of the pilot signals Which 
it receives. This information is communicated via the base 
station(s) to Which the mobile unit is communicating 
through to the base station controller (BSC). The BSC upon 
receiving this information initiates or tears doWn the soft 
handoffs. To streamline the process of searching for pilots, 
four distinct sets of pilot offsets are de?ned: the Active Set, 
the Candidate Set, the Neighbor Set, and the Remaining Set. 
The Active Set identi?es the base station(s) or sector(s) 
through Which the mobile unit is communicating. The Can 
didate Set identi?es the base station(s) or sector(s) for Which 
the pilots have been received at the mobile unit With 
sufficient signal strength to make them members of the 
Active Set, but have not been placed in the Active Set by the 
base station(s). The Neighbor Set identi?es the base sta 
tion(s) or sector(s) Which are likely candidates for the 
establishment of communication With the mobile unit. The 
Remaining Set identi?es the base station(s) or sector(s) 
having all other possible pilot offsets in the current system, 
excluding those pilot offsets currently in the Active, the 
Candidate and Neighbor sets. Further details on the use of 
these sets in the handoff scheme are discussed later in further 
detail. 
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[0048] When a call is set up, a pseudorandom noise (PN) 
code address is determined for use during the course of this 
call. Generally, this code address is used to mask the PN 
long sequence code in a the code unique the code unique to 
the communication betWeen the base station and the mobile 
unit. The code address may be either assigned by the base 
station or preferably be determined by prearrangement based 
upon the identity of the mobile unit. 

[0049] After a call is set up, the mobile unit continues to 
scan the pilot signals transmitted by base stations located in 
neighboring cells. Pilot signal scanning continues in order to 
determine if one or more of the neighboring base station 
transmitted pilot signals rises above a predetermined thresh 
old, a level Which is indicative that communications may be 
supported betWeen the base station and the mobile unit. 
When the pilot signal transmitted by a base station located 
in a neighboring cell rises above the threshold, it serves as 
an indication to the mobile station that a handoff should be 
initiated. In response to this pilot signal strength determi 
nation, the mobile unit generates and transmits a control 
message to the base station presently servicing the call. This 
control message is relayed on to the base station controller 

(BSC). 
[0050] Mobile Unit 
[0051] FIG. 3 illustrates in block diagram form an exem 
plary mobile unit cellular telephone in accordance With a 
presently preferred embodiment of the invention. The 
mobile unit includes an antenna 30 Which is coupled through 
diplexer 32 to analog receiver 34 and transmit poWer ampli 
?er 36. Antenna 30 and diplexer 32 are standard design and 
permit simultaneous transmission and reception through a 
single antenna. Antenna 30 collects transmitted signals and 
provides them through diplexer 32 to analog receiver 34. 
Receiver 34 receives the RF frequency signals from diplexer 
32 Which in the current embodiment are typically in the 850 
MHZ frequency band for US. cellular, the 1.9 GHZ fre 
quency band for US. PCS. Then the signals are ampli?ed 
and doWn converted to an IF frequency. This frequency 
translation process is accomplished using a frequency syn 
thesiZer of standard design Which permits the receiver to be 
tuned to any of the frequencies Within the receive frequency 
band of the overall cellular telephone frequency band. 

[0052] The IF signal is then passed through a surface 
acoustic Wave (SAW) bandpass ?lter Which in the preferred 
embodiment is approximately 1.25 MHZ in bandWidth. The 
characteristics of the SAW ?lter are chosen to match the 
Wave-form of the signal transmitted by the bas station Which 
has been direct sequence spread spectrum modulated by a 
PN sequence clocked at a predetermined rate, Which in the 
preferred embodiment is 1.2288 MHZ. 

[0053] Receiver 34 also performs a poWer control function 
for adjusting the transmit poWer of the mobile station. 
Receiver 34 generates an analog poWer control signal that is 
provided to transmit poWer control circuitry 38. The control 
and operation of the mobile station poWer control feature is 
disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5,056,109 entitled “METHOD 
AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING TRANSMIS 
SION POWER IN A CDMA CELLULAR MOBILE TELE 
PHONE SYSTEM,” assigned to the assignee of the present 
invention, to Which the disclosure is also incorporated by 
reference. 

[0054] Receiver 34 is also provided With an analog to 
digital converter (not shoWn) for converting the IF 
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signal to a digital signal. The digitized signal is provided to 
each of three or more signal processors or data receivers, one 
of Which is a searcher receiver With the remainder being data 
receivers. For purposes of illustration only one searcher 
receiver and tWo data receivers are shoWn in FIG. 3. 

[0055] In FIG. 3, the digitiZed signal output from receiver 
34 is provided to digital data receivers 40 and 42 and to 
searcher receiver 44. It should be understood that an inex 
pensive, loW performance mobile station might have only a 
single data receiver While higher performance stations may 
have tWo or more, preferably a minimum of three, to alloW 
diversity reception. 

[0056] The digitiZed IF signal may contain the signals of 
many on-going calls together With the pilot carriers trans 
mitted by the current and all neighboring base stations. The 
function of the receivers 40 and 42 is to correlate the IF 
samples With the proper PN sequence. This correlation 
process provides a property that is Well-known in the art as 
“processing gain” Which enhances the signal-to-interference 
ratio of a signal matching the proper PN sequence While not 
enhancing other signals. The correlation output is then 
coherently detected using the pilot carrier offset PN 
sequence used for the correlation as a carrier phase refer 
ence. The result of this detection process is a sequence of 
encoded data symbols. 

[0057] A property of the PN sequence as used in the 
present invention is that discrimination is provided against 
multi-path signals. When the signal arrives at the mobile 
receiver after passing through more than one path, there Will 
be a difference in the reception time of the signal. This 
reception time difference corresponds to the difference in 
distance divided by the speed of light. If this time difference 
eXceeds one PN chip, 0.8138 microseconds, in the preferred 
embodiment, then the correlation process Will discriminate 
against one of the paths. The receiver can choose Whether to 
track and receive the earlier or later path. If tWo receivers are 
provided, such as receivers 40 and 42, then tWo independent 
paths can be tracked simultaneously. 

[0058] Searcher receiver 44, under control of control pro 
cessor 46 is for continuously scanning the time domain, 
around the nominal time of a received pilot signal of the base 
station, for other multi-path pilot signals from the same base 
station and for other base station transmitted pilot signals. 
Receiver 44 Will measure the strength of any reception of a 
desired Waveform at times other than the nominal time. 
Receiver 44 uses the ratio of the received pilot energy per 
chip to total received spectral density, noise and signals, 
denoted as Ec/IO as a measure of the pilot signal strength. 
Receiver 44 provides a signal strength measurement signal 
to control processor 46 indicative of the pilot signal and its 
signal strength. 

[0059] Processor 46 provides signals to data receivers 40 
and 42 for each to process a different one of the strongest 
signals. Receivers 40 and 42 may process a multipath signal 
from a single base station or signals from tWo different base 
stations. 

[0060] The outputs of receivers 40 and 42 are provided to 
diversity combiner and decoder circuitry 48. The diversity 
combiner circuitry contained Within circuitry 48 adjusts the 
timing of the tWo streams of received signals into alignment 
and adds them together. This addition process may be 
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preceded by multiplying the tWo streams by a number 
corresponding to the relative signal strengths of the tWo 
streams. This operation can be considered a maXimal ratio 
diversity combiner. The resulting combined signal stream is 
then decoded using a forWard stream error detection decoder 
also contained Within circuitry 48. 

[0061] In the exemplary embodiment convolutional 
encoding is utiliZed. The optimum decoder for this type of 
code is of the soft decision Viterbi algorithm decoder design. 
The resulting decoded information bits are passed to the user 
digital baseband circuitry 50. 

[0062] Baseband circuitry 50 typically includes a digital 
vocoder (not shoWn). Baseband circuitry 50 further serves as 
an interface With a handset or any other type of peripheral 
device. Baseband circuitry 50 accommodates a variety of 
different vocoder designs. Baseband circuitry 50 provides 
output information signals to the user in accordance With the 
information provided thereto from circuitry 48. It should be 
understood that various other types of service, other than 
voice, may also be offered to Which the disclosure herein is 
equally applicable. 

[0063] User analog voice signals typically provided 
through a handset are provided as an input to baseband 
circuitry 50. Baseband circuitry 50 includes an analog to 
digital converter (not shoWn) Which converts the 
analog signal to digital form. The digital signal is provided 
to the digital vocoder Where it is encoded. The vocoder 
output is provided to a forWard error correction encoding 
circuit (not shoWn) for error correction. This voice digitized 
encoded signal is output from baseband circuitry 50 to 
transmit modulator 52. 

[0064] During transmission of call traf?c after a traffic 
channel has been set up, transmit modulator 52 modulates 
the encoded signal on a PN carrier signal Whose PN 
sequence is chosen according to the assigned address func 
tion for the call. The PN sequence is determined by control 
processor 46 from call setup information that is transmitted 
by the base station and decided receivers 40 and 42. In the 
alternative, control processor 46 may determine the PN 
sequence through prearrangement With the base station. 
Control processor 46 provides the PN sequence information 
to transmit modulator 52 and to receivers 40 and 42 for call 
decoding. Transmit modulator 52 also modulates the data 
With a common unshifted version of the PN code that is used 
by the base station. 

[0065] The output of transmit modulator 52 is provided to 
transmit poWer control circuitry 38. Signal transmission 
poWer is controlled by the analog poWer control signal 
provided from receiver 34. Furthermore, control bits are 
transmitted by the base stations in the form poWer adjust 
ment command and are processed by data receivers 40 and 
42. The poWer adjustment command is used by the control 
processor in setting the poWer level in mobile station trans 
mission. In response to the poWer adjustment commands, 
control processor 46 generates a digital poWer control signal 
that is provided to circuitry 38. 

[0066] Transmit poWer control circuitry 38 outputs the 
poWer controlled modulated signal to transmit poWer ampli 
?er circuitry 36. Circuitry 36 ampli?es and converts the IF 
signal to an RF frequency by miXing With a frequency 
synthesiZer output signal Which tunes the signal to the 
























